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was naturally acceptable, but their support had become
much less effective. For Robert Guiscard died two months
after Gregory VII, and his son Roger, who succeeded him
as duke of Apulia, was unable to control his unruly vassals
including his brother Bohemond, while Guiscard's brother
Roger was engrossed in the conquest of Sicily. With Norman
aid the new Pope was indeed able to obtain consecration in
St. Peter's, but he could not maintain himself in Rome. He
retired to Monte Cassino, where he died in September 1087,
and there was another vacancy which lasted for six months.
Then, in March 1088, Otto, cardinal-bishop of Ostia, was Pope
elected as Pope Urban II. A Frenchman of high birth,
educated at the cathedral school at Rheims, afterwards a
monk and eventually prior at Cluny, he was released by his
abbot to enter the service of Pope Gregory VII, by whom he
was created cardinal; at the time of Gregory's death he was
on an important mission organising support for the Papacy
in Germany. Urban II was learned, especially in the Canon
law, and his legal training, while it gave him confidence in
the rectitude of his own policy, enabled him also to do valu-
able work in the construction of the ecclesiastical organisa-
tion. Ardent in his adherence to the principles of Gregory
VII, he was acceptable to those reformers whom Victor Ill's
election had alienated. Such a man, and he was personally
attractive besides, was well qualified to lead the papal party
out of the slough of despond in which for three years it had
laboured, and to win back the ground that had been lost.
Luck was on his side, for in North Italy the tide began Papal
to turn at the very beginning of his Papacy.   First of all, ?J^Cj
he received in 1088 the noteworthy adhesion of the arch-   °	y
bishop of Milan, Tedald's successor, who had been invested
by Henry IV and had been imperial in his allegiance hitherto.
The communal movement brought about this change, and
the same thing was beginning to happen elsewhere in Italy.
The bishops, yielding perforce to the communes the authority
in government which they themselves had exercised as im-
perial representatives, had less reason and less power to resist
papal authority over them. This was a striking change in
the Lombardy which had been hitherto so strongly imperial.
Secondly, duke Welf of Bavaria, who had Italian as well as
German interests owing to the domains he had inherited from

